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The Blacksmiths' Guild of the Potomac, Inc.
2006 Officers & Board of Directors
President

*Bill Wojcik (2007)
4116 Kingchase Lane
The Plains VA 20198
540-253-5121

Shop Master
*Phil Heath (2008)
4600 S Four Mile Run Dr
Arlington VA 22204
703-671-3134

Roger Amidon (2006)
5436 21st St N
*Tim Hinkel (2006)
Arlington VA 22205-3023
7704 Baederwood Ter
Rockville MD 20855-2015 703-534-3927
301-869-4453

Vice President

Treasurer

*George Anderton (2006)
5325 Ringold Place
Springfield VA 22151
703-321-9737

Secretary

*Mike Briskin (2008)
1556 N Bryan St
Arlington VA 22201
703-524-2362

Pat McGuire (2008)
1102 Shannon Pl
Herndon VA 20170-3506
703-437-9034
Richard Smith (2007)
116 South Adams St
Rockville MD 20850
Keith Kuck (2007)
5310 Nutting Dr.
Springfield, Va. 22151
703-321-8109

* Member of the Executive Committee

BGOP Meetings
Guild meetings are held on the first and third Fridays of
each month at 7:30 P.M. at the Gulf Branch Nature
Center, 3608 North Military Road, Arlington VA 22207.
Meetings are usually held in the Guild’s shop which is
located about 50 yards past the Nature Center building
on the wooded path. Occasional Friday meetings with a
speaker or video are held in the Nature Center
auditorium. Call the HOTLINE 703-527-0409 for
updates on meetings and event.

Scholarship Applications

Scholarship applications are available on the web at
www.bgop.org. Completed forms should be sent to
Fay LeCompte III, 1016A East Main Street, Luray, Va.

Committees & Assignments
10 Yr Plan ………...Dave Murphy, Chair…301-229-5794
Claude Moore Park..Pat McGuire, Chair…..703-437-9034
Corporation……….Fay LeCompte, Chair…540-743-1812
Scholarships……...Fay LeCompte,Chair…540-743-1812
Demonstrations…..Jan Kochansky…………...301-432-7734
Meeting Raffle…….Tom Coker………………...301-942-8573
Hotline……………….Charlie Perticari………………..301-982-9430
Library……………….Steve Crist………………….703-754-9678
Membership………..Fred Long………………….301-942-6177
Newsletter………….George Anderton…......703-321-9737
(Guest editor: Connie Badowski……………...703-960-3450)

Shop Rules And Etiquette
The Guild shop is available for use by members in good
standing whenever the Nature Center park is open. The shop
is locked, so call the shopmaster or a board member for
access. Follow all safety rules. Record the number of visitors
on the log sheet near door.
Please observe the following rules and etiquette:
♦ Bring safety glasses and wear them. Work in a safe
manner at all times.

♦
♦

Clean the shop before and after you work.

♦

Dump cold ashes in the ash dump outside, at the side of
the shop.

♦
♦

Place tools back in their proper places.

♦

Clean the shop before you leave, and carry out trash
which you create.

♦
♦

Always turn out the lights and lock up when leaving.

Empty firepots and dump ash gate after each use to
minimize corrosion.

Dress bar ends which you have cut, to be ready for the
next user.

Bring your own material for personal projects. Shop
stock is for learning and practice.

ABANA affiliates may reprint portions that are not individually copyrighted, so long as credit is given to original source. Any
other publication by prior arrangement with president of BGOP. The Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac, Inc, its officers,
members, and editorial staff specifically disclaim any responsibility for damages or injuries that occur as a result of the use
in any way of any information contained in this newsletter. Send articles to bgopnewsletter@gmail.com.
©2006 Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac, Inc., and as copyrighted by individual contributors.
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TIPS FROM OUR
FORGE MASTER
___________________________________
If you are having trouble with sweaty
hands this time of year when it gets hot
try using surgical type rubber
gloves. They will protect your hands and
improve your grip.
Phil Heath

Editor’s note: these gloves are great if you
blister easily. They’ll help prevent blisters
from forming and keep existing wounds
relatively clean. You do need to be careful
about getting too close to the fire, as
sweat inside the glove rapidly turns to
steam.
-CB-
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
___________________________________
We made it. The worst weather for Spring
Fling in memory but we were fortunate to
have a real roof over our heads. It won’t take
long to get used to that. I would deem this
year a success and want to thank the members for all the help and hard work it takes to
put one of these things together. Next year it
will be another new project so the planning
has already begun.
NEXT YEAR’S DATES ARE:
- SET UP APRIL 20, 2007 IN THE AM
- FOLLOWED BY SPRING FLING #14 ON THE
21st AND 22nd OF APRIL 2007
There are many details yet to work out so we
are having meetings all year to plan. Our first
was held in June under the apple tree and a
good time was had by all . We chewed on
some of the problems and will meet again at
the Berryville Steam Show on the Clark
County Fair Grounds on Sunday July 30, 2006
in the early afternoon. That planning session
will give us the opportunity to see and walk
the grounds. SEE YOU THERE .
Now in the short term we have some public
demos and a day at the Nature Center coming
up. We need some more people to move up
to working in public—so come to some demonstrations and see how much fun it is to
dazzle the public .
As always work safe ... and write it up so we
have something to read in the newsletter.
YOUR FAITHFUL SERVANT,
WILLIAM A. WOJCIK
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Spring Party, 2006
As most of you know, Spring Fling lost
its old location shortly before the annual
event. We found a new location at the
Ruritan Fairgrounds in Berryville, Virginia,
and after much discussion, decided to
hold a downsized event as a test. With
only a few months to plan and limited access to the site (someone beat us to the
kitchen), the guild planned and pulled off
a great gathering. For the first time we
had real roofs over demonstrators and
tailgaters, for which we were intensely
grateful when the downpour began. We
all got a little(!) bit wet but we weren’t
leaping to grab tentpoles and keep canopies from sailing away. Lunch and dinner
were cooked in novel ways, and no-one
will forget John Fee’s blacksmith stew.
Everyone pitched in, everyone was flexible, and everyone had a great time. A
partial list of those who made it happen
includes Keith Kuck, Steve Crist, George
Anderton and Phil Travis for set-up and
problem-solving, Dave, Olivia & Jeremiah
Murphy and Nellene Smith for Iron-inthe-Hat, Mark Schuknecht for sponsor donations, Bill Wojcik, Charlie Perticari and
Connie Badowski for creating a kitchen,
Jeff Symanski and Fay LeCompte for
transportation and procurement of goods,
Mike Briskin and Tim Hinkel for running
registration in floodwaters and Tommy
McGraw for making countless grocery
runs. Special thanks to Keith Kuck and
Bill Wojcik
for being
the backbone of the
event.
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Above: Bill Scherr from Mystic Seaport was this year’s
demonstrator. Besides non-stop forging demo, he also
provided a wealth of information on the whaling industry.
Below: whaling harpoons & lances forged by Scherr.
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Clockwise from top left:
- Bill Scherr assisted by George Anderton
- John Fee’s better half stirs the pot
- Unidentified wet person braves the rain
- Bill Scherr at the anvil
- Shackles and chains made by Scherr
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2006 Meeting Schedule
July 7
July 21
Aug. 4
Aug. 18

Open Forge
Nail Headers
Nail Making
Leaf Making

Clothing Sales
Support your guild!. In addition to tee shirts,
we have caps of many colors, pins, tote bags
in two sizes and blacksmith cook books. To
place an order or inquire about what the guild
has in inventory, contact Pat McGuire.

OTHER UPCOMING EVENTS
July 6/7/8/9 2006 Tuckahoe Steam Show
Easton, MD
www.tuckahoesteam.org

October 2006 Pioneer Day
Gulf Branch Nature Center
Saturday Noon - 4pm

July 15, 2006 - BGOP Open House
Gulf Branch Nature Center
(we may have a Post write-up on this)

October 7, 2006 Festival of the Building Arts
National Building Museum, 10:00 am to 4:30
pm
401 F Street NW,Washington, DC 20001 202
272-2448
BGOP coordinator is Connie Badowski
www.nbm.org

July 28-30, 2006 Berryville Steam Show
Ruritan Fairgrounds
Berryville, Virginia (near Winchester)
www.svsgea.com/
Sunday July 30,2006 Spring Fling Planning
AT the Berryville Steam Show (above)
August 5 & 6, 2006 4-H Fair & Farm Show
9am-5pm at Frying Pan Park
2709 West Ox Road, Herndon VA
www.fairfaxcounty.gov/parks/fpp/index.htm
Demo coordinator: Pat McGuire
August 11-19, 2006 Montgomery Co. Fair
Montgomery County Fairgrounds,
Demo coordinator: Bob Morris
www.mcagfair.com/fair.htm
September 9-10, 2006 MASA Conference
Now held at the Tuckahoe Steam Association grounds in Easton, MD.
Sept 22-24, 2006 Quad-State Conference
Southern Ohio Forge Association (SOFA)
Troy, Ohio (near Dayton) at the Miami Fairgroundshttp://sofablacksmiths.org/
May/June 2006

October 7-8, 2006 - Page County Heritage
Festival
Luray, Virginia
demo coordinator: Fay LeCompte
October 2006 Aldie Harvest Festival
(www.virginiaoutdoorsfoundation.org
October 21, 2006 Pioneer Days
Gulf Branch Nature Center
1-5 pm, arrive early to set up for demo
note that parking lot is closed
November 4-5, 2006 Blacksmiths Xmas Show
Agricultural Farm Park
18400 Muncaster Road, Derwood, MD 20855
Contact Bob Morris for information and registration forms.
www.mc-mncppc.org/parks/facilities/
ag_farm.shtm
December 2006 (1st weekend in Dec)
BGOP Holiday Dinner
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BGOP Early History -

KARL SAALBACH # 8 –
BLACKSMITH & MORE
By Fay P. LeCompte III
As all the “Old Timers” know, the
first seven members of the “Washington
Area Blacksmiths’ Guild” met at a school at
Frying Pan Park. The instructor was master knife maker, Jim Fleming. There were
Tom Copas, Adrian Clary, Eugene Montgomery, Walt Rave, Fay P. LeCompte, Ken
Brundage, and one other gentleman
(whose name I can’t remember) who tried
to split his head open. He missed the hot
iron on the anvil and the rebounding hammer went flying through the air, out of
control, and landed between his eyes.
Boy, what an early lesson that was. I bet
you all know what I’m talking about.
As it turned out Jim Fleming’s
Mother worked for the Fairfax County Park
Service and was responsible for getting
us all in one class. Jim was teaching while
he was in the Fairfax area doing some
blacksmith book title research in the Library of Congress.
He was prevailed upon to teach us
- the remaining six guys with our heads
still intact. Three days a week (Monday,
Wednesday, & Friday) at $5.00 a day,
each. With this tidy little sum in hand, we
all began to blacksmith in earnest, making
many things, like a “Bic Iron”, bent at a
right angle, a very long dapping hammer,
a “flatterer” hammer, and many punches
& drifts. We also made pokers, shovels
and even tongs but we never gave up our
vice grips either. We learned all the Basic
101 class stuff we could cram into our
minds and yes, even forge welding with
wet pea coal coked in the center of the
fire and everyone saying “Is that fire hot
enough?” or “Is that fire deep enough?” or
“Do you see the sparks yet?--oh well,
maybe it will weld itself together in the
May/June 2006

fire!!”. This went on all summer at Eugene’s
house until Jim Fleming had to return to
Washington State where his home forge was
located.
At the last class, five dollars was collected from each person and given to Eugene-the Treasurer!! It was noted at this time
that I, Fay LeCompte, was President and
Eugene had signed my name as President on
a receipt for a donation of a 250+ Anvil that
Eugene had found somewhere in Washington
D.C. It was also noted that the name of the
organization was “Washington Area Blacksmiths’ Guild”, and we were set to meet the
following week on Friday, 10 August 1979.
EUGENE PASSES AWAY: Tom Copas
called me and said Eugene had passed away--is the meeting still on for Friday? It was decided to dedicate the Guild to Eugene Montgomery, and to go ahead and hold the meeting and elect the Officers and any other business that should come before the Board. To
the best of my recollection---it was something
like this:
Fay P. LeCompte - President, Pro Tem
Tom Copas
- Secretary, Pro Tem
Karl Saalbach
- Treasurer, Pro Tem
Decision # 1: Identification:
That: All persons are assigned a number by
the Treasurer as they join the Organization.
That: The number always remain with the
person so assigned and the number to be
used again if the person should resign and
then re-join.
That: The number “13” should not ever be
assigned to a person/place/or thing.
That: The number “1” should be assigned
to H. Eugene Montgomery, posthumously.
That: The numbers should follow consecutively.
(proposed by Karl Saalbach)
Decision #2: Identification: NAME:
“The Washington Area Blacksmiths’ Guild”
should be changed as the name implies a
relatively small area in the East. The acting
President suggests the area of the “Potomac”
that covers the whole Potomac basin and includes Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, and
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Washington D.C. and would be appropriate and give a “Name” to the whole area
as opposed to one small area.
The
comma after the word “Blacksmiths’” gave
possession. The spelling of “Potomac”
was decided for all documents.
(proposed by Tom & Fay)
Decision #3: Dedication: It was decided
to dedicate the new “Blacksmith Guild” to
Harry Eugene Montgomery for all he had
contributed to get us started.
First Meeting:
Members present on 8/10/79
Fay P. LeCompte III #2
Thomas L. Copas #3
(meeting at his house)
Adrian Clary
#4
Donald Hawley
#5
H. Karl Saalbach #8
Second Meeting:
Fay
#2
Tom
#3
Adrian
#4
Donald
#5
Ted Soloman
#6
Walt Rave
#7
Karl
#8
George G. Stellar #9
Ken Brundage
#10
David Munn
#11
Bill Gichner
#15
Nol Putnam
#19
And a few more people who didn’t join,
but who bought tools from Bill Gichner.
Official elections take place:
1. PRESIDENT:
Fay P. LeCompte
2. VICE PRES:
Adrian Clary
3. SECRETARY:
Ken Brundage
4. TREASURER:
Karl Saalbach
5. DIRECTOR:
George Stellar
6. DIRECTOR:
(don’t remember)
7. DIRECTOR:
(don’t remember)
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Karl, now entrenched deep in the new
“Blacksmiths’ Guild of the Potomac”, has the
eyes and ears of everyone, traveling everywhere by bus, meeting us at Fay’s shop in Vienna and traveling with us to the state of
West Virginia to the anvil blowing contest (we
lost) at Mr. Hurley’s forge, and going to Pennsylvania to the Renninger tool hunt and dinner at a friend’s restaurant. Karl was ahead
of us all in the types of steel and what to use
them for but he was also very shy. You had
to pry info out of him with a crowbar in a
group of people riding together. I use to
have to ask his opinion in board meetings to
get him to talk.
I never knew how Karl showed up at
so many events but at Sully Plantation in Centreville, VA, he came dressed in an 18th century costume. In his paper bag he had researched the “how to” make a blouse shirt in
the style of colonial days-of which there is still
a copy in the old guild file. He had square
toed shoes with slip-on buckles. He then
asked what his job would be, since he didn’t
bring a forge. I said, “Karl stay with me and
be the interpreter, and describe to the public
what I’m forging and why”. Oh, what a sparkle in his eye! He never left my side as I
made a pair of dividers and an 18th century
fork. At the end of the day, I said “Karl, how
are you getting home to Springfield?” He said
“I’ll catch the bus”, and I said “No! I’ll find
you a way home”. I think Tom Soles took
Karl home in his truck.
The next thing he did was to research
“Wrought Iron”, and how it was made and
then the “Power Hammer”, and the “Oliver”, a
foot treadle hammer, and on and on; then
one day I found out he was a research lawyer
for the U.S Patent Office.
Karl asked to help get our Logo copyrighted. That started at another craft show at
Calvin Run Mill in Fairfax, when Walt Rave
was asked to design a Logo for the new guild.
I expected it to take a week or so, but in one
hour a yellow 5 X 8” card was handed to me
and Walt said “Is this what you had in mind”?
“Yes”, I said, and he told me he shaped the
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picture of the anvil in the Logo like the
one that Eugene had found in Washington, and had started this whole thing. At
the next meeting it was presented and
was immediately approved by all the
members. Karl went to work and had the
guild Logo copyrighted and trademarked
for us. Enter now our own “Danny
Boone”, of blacksmith dragon fame!
Danny took a copy of the Logo home, and
made a copy in iron that could be hung at
the guild functions--and it still hangs in
our shop now.
I’m now reminded that Karl was a
wonderful treasurer. His bookkeeping was
amazing! Each bill was pasted on a page
in his notebook with all information neatly
written, explaining what the bill was for,
who purchased the item(s), the date of
purchase, the number of the check used
to pay it, and the date it was paid. NOTE:
In the early days of the guild many people
(members and officers) were asked to
purchase equipment and supplies as we
found them and the guild would vote to
pay the presented bill, or accept it as a
donation (guild not yet incorporated).
Any items not wanted by the guild soon
found their way into the hands of other
members. Everyone worked together.
Karl soon became the Research and
Patent lawyer for the guild members; you
would be surprised as to just how much
work he did for the other members. I was
invited to his office and to a wonderful
lunch in his firm’s private restaurant. He
wouldn’t even let me pay. He was working
on getting my silversmithing logo hallmarked, which was necessary for me to
mark pieces of jewelry with a “sterling” or
“10K’ or “14K “ gold mark to be sold to the
public. A true friend!
Karl built the double forge hood
that was mounted on our forge in the
shop at Gulf Branch Nature Center--this
was accomplished in his basement with
saws, bending jigs, drills & rivets--lots of
rivets, “the lost art” taken over by weldMay/June 2006

ing. Ask Danny Boone & Larry Waltz, “fake
rivet” artists, making welding buttons that
look just like rivets. Back to Karl’s basement,
after finishing the hood, it was filed, sanded,
and polished and delivered to the guild. How
it arrived is STILL a mystery, but I’ll bet the
bus people know, or maybe our book research artist, John Austin, guild member #42
knows. I’ll make a mental note to ask him.
Karl loved to make tools from rebar and
would bring them to the meetings for Show &
Tell in his famous “brown paper bag”. I remember one time at a meeting he heated &
uncoiled a whole car suspension spring. It
must have been eight foot long; he wanted to
make more punches and drifts. He was always asking us if we needed any rebar or car
springs, because he had plenty. Karl forged
with such passion and concentration that everyone had to dodge the hot iron or hold on to
the ends of the rods for him. That’s when we
learned that black iron is HOT!! He loved the
treadle hammer & gave the old Oliver a real
good workout.
I didn’t know Karl had received the Boy
Scout Merit Badge for blacksmithing. That is
a feat in itself. Look it up sometime-there
may be a copy in our library. Karl brought me
a copy of the Boy Scout Merit Badge book
and, upon examination, it was decided by all
that in this day & time we would be hard
pressed to pass this test, but you are free to
try it--it would be a good project.
I don’t
know what there is
left to say about
Karl--there are always so many
wonderful things
left out of a man’s
life when written
by one friend that
only other friends
know about. I
only know that he
was a wonderful
friend, a good
blacksmith, & a
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BOOK REVIEW
Coal: A Human History
Barbara Freese, 2003
This is a fascinating and readable
account of the impact coal has had on our
history, technology and the environment.
Freese covers the chemistry of coal formation and combustion; the technology it
drove and was driven by/ and the social
and environmental impact of the industrial
revolution it spawned.
Coal’s life cycle begins with the
original solar convertors: photosynthesis.
Plants pull carbon dioxide from the air, incorporating the carbon into their own cells
and releasing oxygen as waste. When a
plant dies, normal decomposition looses
this carbon to rejoin with oxygen and enter the atmosphere as carbon dioxide.
Ancient plants which landed in oxygenpoor environments wee unable to shed
their carbon and complete the cycle. Under pressure and over time this dead plant
material hardened into the shiny black
rock known as coal.
Early human use of coal was mainly
as a raw material rather than a fuel – the
Romans and Chinese both turned jet into
ornamental objects and tools long before
they burned it. China recognized and took
advantage of this energy source much
more quickly than the western world,
however, and worked out the coking process in the 11th century in order to produce
cheap iron - a move that wouldn’t happen
for some 700 years in Europe.
Freese focuses on the early coal
trade in Britain, as it had a head start on
Europe. Coal seams along the river Tyne
and near Newcastle were above the river
and exposed by erosion. Their proximity
to water made it easy to transport the
coal, and their placement above the waterline kept the early mines dry. By the
May/June 2006

1100’s it was used as fuel but mostly by the
trades (blacksmiths, limeburners, etc.) because of the smoke and smell. The next
three hundred years brought slow and grudging acceptance of the new fuel as wood supplies were exhausted by the growing population, although they still protested the accompanying smoke and soot. When plague felled
half the population of Britain in the 14th century, the forests were able to regenerate and
many people returned to the more acceptable
wood and charcoal.
In the 1500’s Britain’s population was
again on the upswing; their success in the
wool trade was turning forests to sheep pasture; and timber for fuel was again scarce
and expensive. The expanding use of chimneys made burning coal within the home finally practical within the home, although a
link between deteriorating outside air quality
and disease and death rates was recognized.
The need for affordable fuel won out and arguments were even put forth that coal smoke
protected against plague and that carbon in
the lungs purified the air being breathed.
As surface veins were depleted and
miners dug deeper and deeper into the earth,
they had to deal with dangers such as flooding and lethal gases. Choke damp, or carbon
dioxide, formed when the long-buried carbon
was finally exposed to air and oxidized, while
white damp (carbon monoxide) usually occurred after a fire or explosion in the mine.
Elaborate systems of ventilation were created
to keep air moving and exhaust the two
gases, and miners brought birds and beasts
into the mines as an early warning system.
Finally, fire damp (methane) would seep from
the coal seams and build up along the ceiling.
Mines employed “firemen” to burn off the
methane pockets before they became deadly.
“His unenviable task was to cover himself
with soaked rags and creep on his belly along
the mine floor while holding a long stick with
a lighted candle on the end. He would then
raise the stick up to the spot where the fire
damp was suspected of collecting, causing it
to flame along the ceiling while the fireman
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pressed his face to the floor until it had
passed over him.”
Flooding in the early hillside mines
could be addressed by digging drainage
tunnels into the side of the hill, whereas
pit mines had to be drained by hauling or
pumping water out. As long as pumps
were powered by wind, water or sweat,
mine operations were limited in size by the
local availability of those resources. The
increasing need for coal drove miners farther underground where flooding was inevitable. The incessant water seepage
demanded a better pumping system and
led to the first practical steam engine.
Developed by Thomas Newcomen in 1712,
cooling and condensation in this early engine happened within the cylinder, and the
pump worked on the resulting vacuum.
The need to cool and re-heat the cylinder
with every cycle meant it consumed horrendous amounts of fuel, although that
was hardly a problem at the mouth of a
coal mine. Within 50 years there were
hundreds of these engines at mines in
England and Scotland, although their appetite limited their use in general industry.
This changed in the 1760’s when James
Watt moved the condensation phase out
of the engine itself and into a separate
chamber, quadrupling the efficiency of the
steam engine and making it finally practical for use away from the mine.
With coal and steam power safely
in hand, the next obstacle was the cheap
production of iron to build factories and
machinery. Charcoal was preferred for
iron production for a long time because
impurities in the coal were easily transferred to the metal. Coke had been developed and used in the production of cast
iron by the early 1700’s, but the refinements necessary to produce wrought iron
with coke weren’t perfected until the mid
1780’s. With that technology in place,
coal, steam and iron were firmly tied in a
circle: Steam engines ran the nation’s factories but were dependent on coal for fuel
May/June 2006

and on iron for machines and raw material
which was dependent on the heat contained
in coal which was dependent on iron to build
the steam engines to keep the mines dry.
Coal allowed the growth of factories
much larger than water power could ever
support, and those factories pulled workers
displaced from the less efficient cottage industries. “Suddenly, the pace of daily work
was set not by the energy of the worker or
the demands of the season but by the relentless, regular beat of the steam engine.” Coal
oil lit the factories and extended the work day
to 12-, 14- and 16- hour shifts, and the specialization of labor split families apart. Men,
women and children all worked long hours in
the mines and factories, although no longer
together. Children in the mines were sent to
work seams and shafts too small for adults,
and in the factory they took on tasks which
no longer required an adult. “With coal
power to substitute for adult muscle, and machinery to substitute for adult skill, factory
owners found that children were not only
adequate for many jobs but cheaper and far
easier to discipline.”
By 1851 more Britons lived inside the
cities than outside, and the shape of society
had changed faster than social institutions
could develop to protect workers or the public. In 1842 Friedrich Engels was sent from
the family-owned mill in Germany to learn
about mill operations in Manchester, and his
work in the industry both drove and financed
his collaboration with Karl Marx on The Communist Manifesto. Government reports of
the time list an average life expectancy for
the poor in Manchester at seventeen years,
while the upper classes lived an average
thirty-eight. Overcrowding and poor sanitary
conditions contributed, as well as lack of
sunlight due to pollution. The deadly effect of
coal smoke on city gardens had long been
recognized, and now that shadow was severe
enough to cause rickets. Humans synthesize
sunlight to get vitamin D, without which our
bones soften and bend, our muscles weaken
and our immune system falters. Skeletal dePage 11

formities lead to further respiratory and
reproductive problems. Even in 1918,
rickets was recognized in half the industrial population in Britain.
The book goes on to describe the
challenge of transporting a cargo as heavy
as coal, which spurred the development of
both the maritime industry and the steam
locomotive. It then jumps the Atlantic for
a discussion of the coal and railroad industries in America, including the labor movement, acid rain and the technology split
between anthracite and bituminous coal.
Finally, Freese wraps up with a look at the
dilemma faced by China and other developing nations as they take their first steps
towards industrialization under the watchful eye of global environmentalism.
I loved this book because it combined historic facts with personal glimpses
into the past; illustrated the connection
between technology, industry and social
change; and was, above all, readable.

BIG FOOT SIGHTED AT MILLWOOD!
Bill Wojcik & friends demonstrate at Millwood, VA
on the 2nd Saturday of each month (except July)
thru November. Come visit this rebuilt 18th century
mill and lend a hand at the forge.
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QUIZ
This will hopefully give you something
fun to think about and at the same time help
improve your blacksmithing business skills
and test your business smarts. Here’s a reallife problem that is faced by blacksmiths
every day:
The Bucktown Blacksmith Shop manufactures and sells two types of metal baker’s
racks: the Italian Pane and the German Brot.
Joshua, the Master Blacksmith, needs to decide how many of each type of baker’s rack to
produce during the next month. Joshua buys
prefabricated marble shelves from a local supplier and adds them to the metal frame to
create his baker’s racks. His supplier has the
capacity to deliver as many shelves as Joshua
needs. From a manufacturing standpoint, the
main difference between the two models of
baker’s racks is the amount of square tube
steel, round bar stock and labor required.
Each Italian Pane requires 22 hours of
labor, 25 feet of round bar stock and 20 feet
of square tube steel. Each German Brot requires 14 hours of labor, 23 feet of round bar
stock and 26 feet of square tube steel.
Joshua expects to have 207 labor
hours, 300 feet of round bar stock and 300
feet of square tube steel available during the
next month. Joshua earns a profit of $390 on
each Italian Pane he sells and $410 on each
German Brot he sells. He is confident that he
can sell all of the baker’s racks he produces.
The questions to answer are: 1) How
many Italian Pane and German Brot should
Joshua produce if he wants to maximize his
profits during the next month? 2) What
would the total profit be? 3) What amount
of hours and materials would be used to
achieve maximum profits?
I’ll give you the solution in the next
edition.
GOOD LUCK! Marty Deichert
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MOKUME GANE
By Mike Briskin

Recently, a local knife maker came
to a guild meeting and showed off some
beautiful knives. One of them had a bolster he’d made from a form of mokume
gane made from U.S. quarters. From his
description it sounded easy to make, and
when tried it, it actually was.
I used a stack of eight quarters, as
he suggested. I found a pair of flat-jawed
tongs that opened about ½”, and gripped
the stack of quarters from the top and
bottom, leaving about half of it sticking
out past the tong jaws. Keeping the
edges of the quarters aligned as you grip
the stack may be the most frustrating part
of the whole thing, but it’s not really that
hard. I then held the stack in my gas
forge until it looked like the copper was
just starting to melt on the edges of the
quarters. The metal will be a bright orange or dull yellow (did I say not to use
your best tongs for this?).
Not surprisingly, the temperature is
fairly critical -- too hot and the copper will
melt out, too cool and it won’t stick when
you try to weld it. Still, there’s a little bit
of forgiveness. The “silver” on the front
and back of the quarters (actually a copper-nickel alloy) melts at a higher temperature than the copper and helps keep
the stack from turning into a puddle if you
overheat it a little. If you can still see liquid copper when you get the piece to anvil, wait until it disappears before hitting it
so the copper won’t spatter everywhere.
Once you have the stack at the
right temperature, set the part that protrudes from the tongs on the anvil and
start tapping lightly. The quarters should
stick together. Unlike forge welding, this
worked for me the first time I tried it. If it
doesn’t stick (that’s happened to me a few
times), reheat and try again.
When I have the stack stuck on one
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side, I switch to pick-up tongs, and take two
or three more welding heats to get it welded
all around. Bill Wojcik came up with the idea
of balancing the stack on the end of a piece
of ¼” X 1” stock to hold it in the fire. This
works great to keep it from disappearing into
a coal forge. I prefer to just set the stack on
the floor of my gas forge -- that way I don’t
have to transfer it to tongs in order to work it.
Once you’ve got the quarters fully
welded, it’s time to make something! To my
mind, working this material is like working
wrought iron -- work too cold and it splits
apart. I heat it a little short of a welding temperature and try my best to get it back in the
forge at a bright red. If it does start to split, I
take another full welding heat and can usually
get it stuck back together. Even though the
material is soft, it seems to cool quickly
(especially as you forge it into thinner sections). Combined with the relatively narrow
working range, this means you’ll be taking a
lot of heats.
I keep imagining uses for the stuff, but
so far I’ve only made bracelets and belt buckles. For the bracelets, I punch the stack
through the center with an ordinary punch (I
use one about 1/4” at the tip). I then drift
the hole, and afterwards move to a bick and
the horn of my anvil to keep working it bigger. When it looks like a bracelet, I quit. (I
do occasionally work the material on the face
of the anvil to keep the cross section squarish
as I draw it out). Some folks use polished
tools to work copper. As we’ll soon see, the
surface of the mokume will need to be
sanded anyway, so I don’t bother.
To make a belt buckle I start the same
way with a stack of quarters. Actually, I find
that for the size buckles I’ve been making (11/4” wide by 1-1/2” long) I need just a little
more material, so I use nine quarters instead
of eight. I work the stack down from the top
and bottom and two opposite sides until I get
a bar about 3/8” square. I then round up the
bar and mark off a 1” length at the center.
With the marked length extending off the
edge of the anvil, I set down each end of the
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bar on two sides, draw it out to a little
over 2” long, and then round it up. The
trick here is aligning the center section so
that when you flatten it in the next step,
the “grain” runs perpendicular to the surface. If you look at the
piece from the end, the
grain on the shoulder of
the center section should
run tangent to the drawndown end, like this:
I then place the center section in
the vise and bend each end away from the
shoulder at 90 degrees working the bend
so it’s close to square on the outside.
Next, I flatten the center section until it’s
about 1-1/4” long and the same thickness
as the end sections (about 3/16”). You
should now have a squared “U” shape
with the wide center section forming the
base of the “U.” Now it’s time to bend the
ends so they close the rectangle the will
form the frame of the belt buckle. I bend
them around a jig made from a 1-1/4” X
1-1/2” block, with a tang welded to the
bottom to hold in the vise. If you’ve done
everything right, the ends you’ve just bent
over should overlap. I trim the ends so
they meet squarely, flatten them into the
same plane, and silver solder them together. File a notch in the front of the
buckle for the tongue you’ll add later (I
make mine out of silicon bronze filler rod)
and you’re ready to polish.
I find that metal smears across the
surface of the mokume as I forge it, so I
start the finishing process with a file or
fairly coarse belt or flap wheel, removing
material until the grain shows. I then fine
sand and move to a buff. I like to use a
“duplex” flap wheel – made with alternating flaps of sandpaper and a scotch-brite
like material -- to prepare for buffing.
They’re in the MSC and Klingspoor catalogs, but I’ve been buying mine at Sears.
Add wax or a clear finish (and the tongue
if it’s a belt buckle) and you’re done.
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Mike Briskin concentrates on a demo.

Flesh fork
by Dick Smith
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Jan. 05 at Washington’s National Cathedral.
Above, front row: Freddie Habermann, Nol Putnam &
Mrs. Habermann. Seond row: Connie Badowski, Tom
Clark & Freddie’s interpreter from NYC. Back row:
Bill Wojcik & Fay LeCompte.

Above: The Habermanns with Nol Putnam (center)

Below: grill from the cathedral:
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A CUTE LITTLE WALL HOOK

By: George Epperson

I found this cool little wall hook hanging in the smithy at the Sandy
Spring Museum. I thought it would be an easy item to make for a beginner like me. I first made a pattern fo the original wall hook and then
made a shop drawing. The hook is made from ¼” square stock and the
back plate is made from 20 gauge sheet metal. To make the hook, I
started with an 11 inch piece of stock and marked it with a punch at the
transition points. I then broke the sharp corners for a more soft appearance. The hook end was drawn out to a square taper from 1-3/4 to 21/2 inches. I drew the scroll end out to a flat taper from 1-1/2 inches to
2-1/4 inches. The scroll was made, then the hook, and last the bends.
At this point I remember it was a bit of a trick to drill holes so you might
want to do this before you make the bends. DONE.

1-3/4

3-1/2

2-1/4

hook end

2

1-1/2
scroll end

The back plate was cut with aviation snips, quite crudely, and then cleaned using a grinder
and some files. I found that holding the metal close to the edge, between two pieces of
wood worked quite well. The two mounting holes were then drilled. These holes will be
used to register the back plate on the form. I used the shop drawing as a template and just
glued it to the metal. The back plate has a little belly, so I had to make a form to create it. I
cut the center oval out of a piece of hard maple and installed registration pins. I didn’t drill
the holes large enough for the pins, and split the thing. So it got glued and screwed to a
piece of plywood, which worked well as reinforcement against the pounding. The back plate
was set over registration pins and a repousse hammer with a low ellipse was used starting
around the outside edge of the oval form and then working to the center.
Work until there is a nice little belly, but not a potbelly.
Attach the two pieces with rivets. I used 10 gauge copper
wire for rivets. DONE

I’ve been told this is a Moravian design. I just like
the looks of it. Enjoy
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BGOP Membership Application and Renewal
Home Phone________________

Name

Work Phone

Address
State

City

Zip

I am a member of ABANA, The Artist Blacksmiths Association of North America
New Member—$35 or 3 yrs—$75
Renewal—$25 or 3 yrs—$70
Age _______________(Minimum 16 years) Blacksmithing Experience ______
Yes

Yes

No

No

Make check payable to: BGOP
Mail check and Membership application to: Fred Long, 5309 Bangor Dr, Kensington MD 20895-1106

To Chain Bridge, Rt
123 and Gleb e Rd

G u lf B ran ch N atu re C en ter
360 8 N. Military R oa d
Arlin gto n VA 2 22 07
703- 358- 34 03
BGO P
s hop

M ilitary
Road

Nature
Ce nter
Parking

To Lorc um Lan e, R t 29,
Spout R un an d G eor ge
W as hin gto n Par kw ay

Log
C abin

Name:
Address:
City:
State:
Country:

E-mail:
www url:
Phone:
Fax:

Zip/PC:

Credit Card Information
□Visa

Type of Membership

Regular.......... $55
Student .......... $45
Senior (65+)... $50

Card#

Overseas ......$65
Contributing ...$100
Library............$45

Submit check, money order (US banks only), or by credit card:

LeeAnn Mitchell
ABANA
PO Box 816
Farmington GA 30638

ABANA Chaper Affiliation:
Application may also be made at the ABANA web
site: www.abana.org
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□Mastercard
Expiration Date:
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abana@abana.org
Phone: 706.310.1030
Fax: 706.769.7147
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